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A suite of cost effective solutions to suit your needs

Portable Solar Kits include integrated flashlights, table 
lamps and powerbanks that ensure your guests 
always have light and phone charging at their side. 
They can also make for great eco-gift ideas if your 
facility has a gift shop.

Sundaya solar lighting kits provide an off grid, 
low-cost, indoor & outdoor lighting and daytime 
device charging solution for ‘unplugged’ homestays.

Advanced Solar Kits can provide plug & play indoor & 
outdoor lighting, fans, device & laptop charging, TV / 
sound entertainment solutions.

Please note : if your facility uses air conditioning, 
washing machines, large pumps or major kitchen 
appliances, Sundaya’s plug + play kits won’t be 
sufficient to fulfill your total energy demand. You can 
still save a lot of money on installation and operations 
by using mains electricity or genset only where 
needed, and installing Sundaya Kits or custom Sundaya 
DC systems for your facilities’ needs in lighting, 
in-room entertainment, device and computer charging, 
and small eco-friendly fans for in-bed cooling.

Designed for off grid, remote areas, all of our kits are 
securely packed and do not require prior experience to 
install or operate. Visit the My Sundaya YouTube 
Channel to see some How-To Animations that show 
how easy it is to instal Sundaya products.

How easy can it be to provide clean energy solutions for 
reliable power for your guests no matter where you are 
located? Very easy!

Beautifully designed, and built to last, Sundaya solar 
energy systems are perfect for ecotourism facilities, 
Sundaya’s suite of solar energy solutions can help you 
make your facilities clear eco-statement today!

For destinations in remote areas generators require a 
constant supply of expensive fossil fuels that generate 
unwanted noise and air pollution. Our  silent, 
sophisticated, eco-friendly systems can enhance and 
preserve the peaceful beauty of your site, while 
demonstrating your eco-mission to your clientele.

Sundaya systems are decentralized, and therefore 
require no in-ground cabling. Their per-building 
installation makes them perfect for huts, bungalows, 
floating facilities, and glamping tents, as well as facilities 
that are spread out over a large areas, and even boats. 

Sundaya Enhances EcoTourism Destinations

Sundaya kits can provide clean reliable energy for your 
facility’s lighting, cooling fans (that fit inside mosquito 
nets), device and laptop charging, even televisions, 
allowing your guests to enjoy modern conveniences and 
a reliable power supply while staying in touch with their 
natural surroundings.

Sundaya systems are perfect for:
● Glamping & camping sites
● Off-grid & island eco resorts
● Minimizing a resort’s overhead
● Remote bungalows & homestays
● Trekking and boating tours

The stylish look and feel of our products complements 
both traditional and modern architecture. Sundaya kits 
are extremely durable, which means they provide an 
affordable immediate solution as well as a very sound 
long-term investment.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClt1m2nHiRE0QUghRXA4BSQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClt1m2nHiRE0QUghRXA4BSQ


For more information about these and other versatile Sundaya products:
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JouleStick kits offer an extremely affordable, portable, 

water resistant solar flashlight, hanging / reading lamp 

and device charger that gives up to 24 hours of bright 

light after just one & a half days charging in the sun. 

At night JouleStick kits allow your guests to walk 

around outdoors safely, or they can use an adjustable 

reading lamp, and any repurposed bottle becomes a 

beautiful table lamp with the included bottle stand.

Key Features of the Sundaya JouleStick Kits include...

● Each charge of the battery provides 30 kiloJoules energy storage, 

equivalent to a 2,600 mAh battery

● On one charge you get 24+ hours of light, or full charging of a low-feature 

phone, or a half charge of a large smartphone

● Splash-waterproof

● Can be charge from the included solar panel, or quickly super-charge from 

a JouleBox or regular wall socket

JouleStick Kits

A unique solar energy kit that solves the DC energy 

needs for tents, bungalows, villas and other guest 

facilities. All JouleBox kits include a super high quality 

lithium battery, solar panel, plug and play cables, 

on/off switches, highly efficient LED lights, 5v USB 

and 12v charging ports, and complete installation 

materials.

Kits come with high efficiency 100 to 400 Lumen 

lights, some have fans and LED TVs that can also 

function as external monitors. PC laptop power 

adaptor are available so guests can keep laptops 

charged directly from the JouleBox. Learn more about 

the kits and see the various options at MySundaya 

Website.

JouleBox Complete Kits

For more technical 

specifications and 

Sundaya Lighting Kit 

Options
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Contact your local distributor:
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